Global Network Intern
Position Type: Student internship (must be a current student)
Hours: Full-time preferred, part-time possible
Duration: 6 months
Period: January - July 2022 (flexible)
Compensation: Monthly stipend
Location: Overtoom 435, Amsterdam
Post Date: 18/11/2021
Deadline: Rolling - applications will be assessed as they are submitted
About BYCS
We dream of an urban future in which half of all city trips are by bicycle by the end of the
decade. To help achieve this, we facilitate the development of a bicycle culture in cities
across the world, guided by this bold mission that we call 50X30. Our work is rooted in the
belief that bicycles provide more than efficient and sustainable transportation. Whether it is
to attain gender-fair cities, decrease urban inequality, improve community health, foster
neighbourhood economies or ensure urban resilience, the bicycle is a powerful tool for
societal transformation.
About the Bicycle Mayor Network
The Bicycle Mayor Network brings together volunteer changemakers representing more
than 110 cities in over 34 countries. Bicycle Mayors work with government, industry,
activists, and residents to uncover the economic, societal, health, and environmental
benefits that increased cycling can bring. Bicycle Mayors are selected for a period of two
years during which they focus on addressing the main identified barriers to increase cycling
in their cities.
About the Role
In this role, you will work with the Network Manager to ensure that Bicycle Mayors and
BYCS are able to get the most out of the network while ensuring that the various network
processes (application review, onboarding, monthly network newsletter) run smoothly. This
can range from producing engaging digital content about Bicycle Mayor initiatives to
organising collaborative events between Bicycle Mayors. Success in this role can be
assessed by positive feedback from Bicycle Mayors, efficient execution of processes, and
seamless communication with the Network Manager and the BYCS team regarding Bicycle
Mayors and opportunities.
Your Skills and Experience
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Entrepreneurial spirit - always looking for new connections between people and
opportunities
Able to establish and develop relationships with internal and external stakeholders
Strong organisational ethic and attention to detail
Comfort in a dynamic working environment
Ability to work independently with limited oversight
Languages: English (fluent), Spanish (proficient, preferred)

Benefits
●
●
●
●
●

A unique opportunity to get insight into the inner workings of an NGO run as a social
enterprise
Be part of a young and passionate team from diverse backgrounds, passionate
about cities, cycling, sustainability, social equity and communication
Opportunity to learn soft and hard skills, to pitch your own projects and ideas and
have a say in the organization’s direction
Flexible working conditions, with the ability to work remotely temporarily as needed
A flexible office in Overtoom, Amsterdam

How to Apply
Before applying, learn about our organisation, our work, the Bicycle Mayor Network, and
the Bicycle Mayor position.
Then, complete the form.
Questions? Email bicyclemayor@bycs.org.
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